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Introduction

Teaching environment: JdeRobot-Kids

Secondary Education has been a complex and
problematic educational level in Spain; by the
age covered, its intermediate character between
Primary and University. Furthermore, it exists
the incentive demanded by today's society to
incorporate New Technologies in the classroom,
the result is a rather chaotic educational system.

The teaching environment we have developed, JdeRobot-Kidsa includes the software middleware,
coded in Python language, which supports three robotic hardware platforms: Arduino standard,
mBot, simulated mBot, and the Raspberry Pi3 based robot PiBot, as well as a complete educational
program for pre-university students.
Arduino hardware was choosen as a robotic hardware because it is free hardware and there are some
educational pre-assembled kits such as mBot. Both of them, Arduino standard board and mBot, are
supported by the middleware. Furthermore, a new robotic platform has been developed, the PiBot
(2), based on another multipurpose free-hardware board: Raspberry Pi3. It has been mounted over
a iron chassis with wheels and steered with two Servo Feedback 360o by Parallax. It is controlled
thanks to the GPIO ports of the board. A PiCam camera has been mounted over a servo pan-tilt
unit and is supported with a driver, PiCamServer, which is included in the middleware to ease use
for students.

Here we introduce the implementation in the
classroom of a new pedagogical methodology,
constructivism, using the software and hardware platform we have developed: JdeRobot-Kids
and PiBot.
Results
JdeRobot-Kids has been tested in dierent

high-schools with very good results. A summary
of the student surveys is shown below:

>70% Rate Robotics as very interesting subject (score between 8-10).

>60% Rate the documentation received between 8-10: the JdeRobot-Kids manual.

<40% Rate JdeRobot-Kids between 5-7.
>70% Rate the practices very interesting (810).

With all the above, the overall assessment given
to the JdeRobot-Kids course is included in the
next gure.

Figura 2: JdeRobot-Kids supports mBot and PiBot; and use diagram

The middleware establishes conections depending on the robot is being used, as it is shown in the
use diagram above.
To summarize, the main bases of the environment are:

PiBot (Raspberry Pi 3).
PiCam: camera supported under PiBot to teach basic vision algorithms.
Programming language: Python, as a plausible language to learn about programming Robotics.
Collection of several robotics programming practices for a complete academic course.
Multiplatform support: Arduino, mBot and

Figura 1: Overall rating of JdeRobot-Kids
Conclusions

a http://jderobot.org/JdeRobot-kids

According to our experience in Spanish educational centers, and on the constructivist methodological bases of J. Piaget, we have designed
and implemented a complete educational proposal, developing a middleware (JdeRobot-Kids)
which supports a multi-platform robotic hardware (Arduino standard, mBot, simulated
mBot, and PiBot ), as well as a complete teaching program, all of them adapted to the educational needs of the pre-university students.
The results have been very satisfactory. The surveys show a great satisfaction by students, as
well as the level of use and learning in the classes.

Using the middleware

The students just need to coded the algorithm in a Python le as it can be seen in the example code
below, using the functions provided by the middleware. The main methods are shown in the next
gure.
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Figura 3: Python example code using JdeRobot-Kids with its dierent provided functions

